Résumé. - 
Recently [1, 2, 3] the authors have discussed the stability analysis of a simple bimolecular reaction scheme involving a first-order Hinshelwood-Langmuir saturation law. Such a saturation law is of relevance in combustion kinetics [4] and also corresponds to the Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics in biochemistry and to the Holling law in Ecology (see Fig. 1 (6) and so no steady states of (3) .
(ii) If Aq l/n either we have two steady states or there is none.
In the latter case the alternative is solved by constructing the intersects of ( 1 + qX )n with X/A. Therefore two steady solutions of (3) figures 3b and 3c . It is to be noted that the configuration in which the unstable separatrix through « 2 » from its left is also a stable separatrix from the left through « 2 » is structurally unstable, and it has been disregarded here (for details of the stability property used here see the paper by Peixoto [5] ).
In the case described in figure 3b application of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem [6] to the region MNPR ensures the existence of either a limit cycle or an asymptotically stable fixed point in that region. In the case of figure 3c there is either a limit cycle around point « 1 » or if this fixed point is asymptotically stable we have an unstable periodic orbit which is the a-limit of the stable separatrix from above.
In figure 4 we describe the various possible structures that arise. Figure 4c corresponds to { q = 1, A = 0.1, n = 4 } : the fixed point « 1 » I is unstable and the corresponding configuration to I this case is that given in figure 3c. Consequently, for almost all initial conditions the solution of eqs. (3) grows unbounded, as X(t) goes to infinity.
In conclusion, we see that two main differences between the cases n = 1 and n &#x3E; 1 are apparent :
(i) The range of values of A and q for which the solutions to eqs. (3) can be bounded is smaller in the case n &#x3E; 1. In this case it is given by the relation (7) whereas for n = 1 it suffices that Aq 1.
(ii) When n &#x3E; 1, even though the solution of eqs. (3) may be bounded as time goes to infinity, the steady state and the limit cycle are stable in a finite domain. Thus instability to finite perturbations is expected, which is not the case with n = 1.
